
KMX750 Series – kMix Stand Mixer with 
Stainless Steel Bowl 
Contemporary stylish design with no compromise on performance. Mix, whisk, knead and fold with ease

Adjustable baking tools

kMix K Beater 


kMix whisk


kMix Dough Hook


kMix Creaming Beater
      (not included in pack)


kMix Folding Tool
      (not included in pack)


1000W Motor Power
Can comfortably handle the toughest dough
Bowl Specification
5 litres
Ergonomic handle
Dishwasher safe
Easy clean
Glass Bowl available
(purchased separately)

Smart Speed Control
Carefully and smoothly build up speed without causing the spillage of ingredients, particularly when mixing in flour
6 speeds + fold option
Slow speed outlet
Hex drive
Wider range of attachments available


Splashguard
Includes large feed tube for ease of adding ingredients whilst the machine is mixing







Safety feature
For increased safety the kMix automatically stops when the head is lifted to prevent accidental operation.

Unique fold function
The innovative fold function helps to fold  and layer ingredients together, exceptionally good for preparing soufflés
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KMX750 Series - kMix Stand Mixer with 
Stainless Steel Bowl
Contemporary stylish design with no compromise on performance. Mix, whisk, knead and fold with ease

1000W Motor Power 
Can comfortably handle the toughest dough

Adjustable baking tools
kMix K Beater 
kMix whisk
kMix Dough Hook
kMix Creaming Beater (not included in pack)
kMix Folding Tool (not included in pack)

Bowl Specification
5 litres, Ergonomic handle, Dishwasher safe, Easy clean. Glass Bowl available
(purchased separately

Slow speed outlet
Hex drive
Wider range of attachments available



Splashguard
Includes large feed tube for ease of adding ingredients whilst the machine is mixing

Unique fold function
The innovative fold function helps to fold  and layer ingredients together, exceptionally good for preparing soufflés

Smart Speed Control
Carefully and smoothly build up speed without causing the spillage of ingredients, particularly when mixing in flour
6 speeds + fold option

Safety feature
For increased safety the kMix automatically stops when the head is lifted to prevent accidental operation.
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